KENTEC TAKTIS FACP
3 in 1 Portable Demonstration Kit
KENTEC TAKTIS

A fully functional 2 Loop TAKTIS control panel fitted with
individual demonstration devices and colour graphical touch
screen LCD display contained within a fully portable air safe
case for easy transportation.

HOCHIKI

Conventional and Addressable smoke and heat
detectors including standard 4” and optional 6”
mounting base and analogue sounder base, dual
action resettable pull station , dual input monitor
module, conventional zone module and supervised
output module.

Fire Cryer+

Our portable demo kit includes a Fire Cryer
Plus voice sounder and MULTI MESSAGE
board so that potential customers can
evaluate and hear the cost effective
solution for Voice Evacuation.
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FAST PARTNER PROGRAMME
At FAST we believe that training of partners is not only necessary its essential in
order for each partner to be able to deliver their best possible solutions to their
customers.
In order to achieve this FAST provides a certified course on each of its specialist
product offerings with each participant being able to learn the theory of the
product and be able to specify, install and maintain the product fully.
For each company to be able to gain the most out of the certified training it is
important that the product demonstration kit is purchased prior to training as
this forms an integral part of the initial and ongoing training for each product.
The demonstration kit training is conducted either at the Partner premises or
remotely using a virtual training platform depending upon travel restrictions in
place at time of purchase.
The FAST KENTEC TAKTIS kit includes a sample range of Hochiki detectors and
peripherals that you will learn how to install and programme using the Kentec
LOOP EXPLORER 2 Software interface of which a free of charge registration and
download is included in the training course. Also included is the VIMPEX Fire
Cryer Voice Evacuation sounder complete with Multi Message capability, the Fire
Cryer is ideal for all installations where VOICE EVACUATION is specified and
offers a cost effective alternative to larger centralised EVAC systems.
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